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Abstract--As traditional method mining for association rules 
between items in large and grand data sets is inefficient. In this 
paper we present an efficient method called BPMRA which is 
based on mapreduce and partition. We have compared 
BPMRA algorithm based multi-node and partition based 
single node method and performed some experiments. It turns 
out that BPMRA possesses high parallelism good stability and 
scalability, especially suitable for mining for association rules 
in large and grand data sets. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The mining for association is one of basic questions in 
data mining, and the core issues of the mining for 
association are that how to find the frequent item sets. The 
Apriori algorithm [1] is a classical algorithm of the mining 
for association, but there are also some inadequacies in it, 
for example, it requires multiple scans to the transaction 
data sets, and generates a larger set of candidates. 
Especially in the case of large data sets, it’s very inefficient. 
So in this paper we presents a efficient algorithm for 
computing frequent item sets based on Partition[3] and 
MapReduce[2]-BPMRA(Based Partition and MapReduce  
Algorithm). 

II. BASIC CONCEPT 

A. Partition algorithm 
For the Apriori algorithm’s lack of data mining in the 

large-scale data sets, A.Savasere presents the partition 
algorithm; the core idea of the algorithm is to divide the 
original big data sets into series small parts that contains 
only small amount of data sets logically. According to the 
given minimum support, it can compute the frequent item 
sets of each part, merge the frequent item sets of all the 
parts, then get the global candidate frequent item sets, by 
scanning the original data sets, compute the support count 
of each item set. At last, the complete set of frequent item 
sets will be generated. The following two properties ensure 
the correctness of the partition algorithm. 

Property Ⅰ If an item set is frequent in the whole 
situation, then it must be frequent in one part at least. 

Property Ⅱ If an item set is not frequent in all parts, 
and then it must not be frequent in the whole situation. 

The proof:  
Set D: data sets; Divided D into n parts; Di: (1≤i≤n): 

part i; |D|: the total number of transactions in D; min_sup: 
minimum support; ID: the item set I in D. 

Property Ⅰ: Using reduction ad absurdum, set item set 
I is frequent in the whole situation, assume item set I is not 
frequent in all parts. It means IDi.count<|Di|*min_sup 
(1≤i≤n), sum to n in both sides respectively, can get easily:            
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It can release ID.count<|D|*min_sup. It is in 
contradiction with the question set which is ID.count≥
|D|*min_sup. This is the end of proof. 

Property Ⅱ: The item set I is not frequent in all parts, 
it means IDi.count<|Di|*min_sup (1≤i≤n), sum to n in both 
sides respectively, we can get easily: 
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It can release ID.count<|D|*min_sup . This is the end of 
proof. 
B. MapReduce programming model 

MapReduce is a distributed parallel programming 
model which deals with large-scale data. It abstracted the 
progressing into one operating platform and two 
user-defined functions: Map and Reduce. The Map function 
is responsible for processing sub-data set and generate 
intermediate results; the Reduce function is responsible for 
reduction of the intermediate results and generates the final 
results. The operating platform is responsible for the 
scheduling, fault-tolerant, data-managing of Map and 
Reduce mission. 

MapReduce largely reduce the difficulty of a 
distributed program written to deal with large-scale data. 
The data processing task is completed so that users need not 
care about the underlying details of the case. The 
application of MapReduce is very wide, for example, 
sequence, word count, Web connection diagram reversal, 
log analysis, inverted sort index build, document clustering, 
machine learning and the machine translation based on 
statistical. 
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Currently, in addition to the MapReduce framework of 
Google, Hadoop [4] of Apache also achieve the analogous 
MapReduce framework. 

III. BPMRA ALGORITHM 

A. Main idea 
According to the partition algorithm, BPMRA 

algorithm is also divided into two stages:  
StageⅠ: According to the data sets D and appointed 

parts n it can be generated n Map mission, at the same time, 
start n’（n’ is related to the computing node numbers j, 
commonly n’=j*2，n’≤n）Map mission parallel compute 
frequent item set, until the n missions are all over. Then a 
Reduce mission is started to merge the results of all Map 
missions, in order to generate the global candidate frequent 
item sets; 

StageⅡ: According to the data sets D, appointed parts 
m(m can be the same with n in stageⅠ)and the complete set 
of the global candidate frequent item sets CG generated in 
stageⅠ, it can be generated m Map missions, at the same 
time, start m’ Map missions parallel compute CG the support 
count of each item set, until m missions are all over. Then 
start a Reduce mission to merge the support count of the 
same frequent item sets, the sum of the support count in CG 
can be got. At last, according to given minimum support 
and the sum of the total number of transactions, it can be 
computed to get the complete set of frequent item sets LG. 
B. Algorithm description 

In order to describe the algorithm expediently, define 
the sign below: 

)(, jippDp jii ≠∩⊆ : pi is the part of D; 
G
kC : The k item in the global candidate frequent item 

sets; 
CG: The complete sets of the global candidate frequent 

item sets; 
G
pi

C : is same with CG, but each frequent item set all 

have its support count in the part pi; 
ip

kL : The k item frequent item set in part pi; 

LPi: The complete sets of the frequent item sets in part 
pi; 

LG: The complete sets of the global frequent item sets; 
min_sup: minimum support; 
|pi|: The total number of transactions in part pi; 
|D|: The total number of transactions in the data sets. 

a. StageⅠ 
Input: data sets D, the minimum support min_sup and 

the part n; 
Output: The complete sets of the global candidate 

frequent item sets CG. 

 
StageⅠexecuting schematic diagram 

In the Map mission of computing frequent item set, 
adopt vertical data format ({item: tidlist}), item is the name 
of the item, and the tidlist is the set of identifier affairs 
which concludes item. The advantage of this method is that 
the tid set of each k item set have the complete information 
to compute the support. So it needs not to scan the data sets 
when it computes the k+1(k≥1) item set. 

The description of Map mission： 
read partition pi (1≤i≤n) 
generate frequent 1 itemsets ipL1

and every itemset 
with tidlist 

for (k=2; ∅≠−
ip

kL 1
;k++) do 

  for (int i=1; i<size of ip
kL 1−

; i++)do 

    l1=item i of ip
kL 1−  

    for (int j=i+1; j≤ size of ip
kL 1−

; j++)do 

       l2=item j of ip
kL 1−

 

if((l1[1]=l2[1])∧(l1[2]=l2[2])∧…∧(l1[k-2]=l2[k-2])
∧(l1[k-1]＜l2[k-1])) then  

     c=l1[1]·l1[2]·l1[k-2]·l2[k-1] 
     c.tidlist=l1.tidlist∩l2.tidlist 
     if(|c.tidlist|≥min_sup*| pi |) then 
            { }i ip p

k kL L c= ∪  

     endfor 
    endfor 
   endfor 
 get result i i ip p p

1 k
k

L L L= ∪ and transfer it to reduce 

task. 
The description of Reduce mission： 
for(k=1; ∅≠ip

kL ;k++)do 

i

n
pG

k k
i 1

C L
−

=  

endfor 
get G G

k
k

C C= and transfer it to second phrase’s map 

task. 
b. StageⅡ 
Input: data sets D, The complete sets of the global 

candidate frequent item sets CG and parts m; 
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Output: The complete sets of the global frequent item 
sets LG. 

 
StageⅡexecuting schematic diagram 

The description of Map mission： 
read partition pi (1≤i≤m) and candidate frequent item 

sets CG 
for every transaction record t∈pi  do 
 for every candidates c∈CG do 
if t contains c then 
  c.count++ 
 endfor 
endfor 
get G

pi
C  ( c∈CG with its support count ) and transfer it 

to reduce task 
The description of Reduce mission： 

for all candidates c∈CG do 

. . ( )
i

m
G
p

i 1
c count c count c C

−

= ∈  

if(c.count≥min_sup*|D|) then 
     LG= LG∪{c} 
endfor 

C. Algorithm summary 
There are several advantages below in the BPMRA 

algorithm: 
1)Compare with the Apriori algorithm, the BPMRA 

algorithm uses vertical data format when it computes the 
frequent item set, avoid multiple scanning to the data sets, 
the BPMRA algorithm only need to scan twice, raises the 
efficiency greatly. 

2) The BPMRA algorithm uses the computing method 
of “Big into small, small parallel”; the stability is well when 
the amount of data increases and the computational 
complexity rise. 

3) The BPMRA algorithm possesses high scalability 
and parallelism, by means of constantly adding compute 
nodes to extend, and through extending to raise the compute 
parallelism. 

4)The BPMRA algorithm requires low with machines, 
only need several ordinary PC machine, and will be able 
to have a strong computing power。 

Certainly, there are also several disadvantages in the 
BPMRA algorithm: 

1)Because of using vertical data format when it 
computes the frequent item sets, it involves two big 
collection seeking intersection operator when it seeks the 
support of the item set, so it may need to spend slot of time, 
currently the time complexity is O(n+m) (n、m are two 
collection for intersection). 

2) Because the master node needs to coordinate 
individual compute nodes, it will produce certain network 
time consuming, especially it will consume more when the 
quality of network is poor. But generally this situation can 
be avoided in the internal LAN. 

IV. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS 

In order to further verify the efficiency of the BPMRA 
algorithm, we have done some experiments in this paper. 
The experiment environment is: There are four DELL PC 
machine. The CPU frequency is 2.4GHz, the memory is 
1GB, and the system is Fedora9 Linux; one machine is 
master node, responsible for the coordination of compute 
nodes; the other three machines are slave nodes, responsible 
for computing. The algorithm is written based on Hadoop 
version 0.20.0 and Java. The experiment data is generated 
by IBM Data Generator; there are three data sets altogether: 
T5.I2.D1000K, T5.I2.D5000K, and T20.I4.D1000K. We 
will compute respectively by the BPMRA algorithm and the 
Partition algorithm based on one node, the divided parts are 
the same. The following graphs are the comparison of the 
result: 
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Graph 1. The result of T5.I2.D1000K data set 
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Graph 2. The result of T5.I2.D5000K data set 
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Graph 3. The result of T20.I4.D1000K data set 

We can conclude by the experiment that the BPMRA 
algorithm is not well when the amount of data is not big and 
the computational complexity is not difficulty, for example, 
when the data set is T5.I2.D1000K and the support is 
greater than 0.75%(Graph 3)，the BPMRA algorithm is not 
better than the Partition algorithm which is based on one 
node. This is mainly caused by the network time-consuming 
between each computing nodes and master node, and less 
time consumed by the calculation itself. With the increasing 
of the amount of data and the rising of the computational 
complexity, the time consumed by the calculation will more 
than the time consumed by the network(Graph 4 and Graph 
5). With the lowering of the minimum support, the increase 
of the BPMRA algorithm is more stable, but the increase of 
the Partition algorithm based on one node is very obvious. 
In contrast, the BPMRA algorithm shows a clear advantage. 

V. CONCLUTION 

In this paper, as the traditional computing algorithm for 
frequent item set is inefficient when the amount of data is 
big, we present the BPMRA algorithm, this algorithm runs 
in several computing nodes and achieve to compute highly 
parallel. We have done several experiments; the result 
shows that the BPMRA algorithm is viable and efficient 
when it is mining frequent item sets whether the huge 
amounts of data or high computing complexity data. 
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